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Upstairs In the Garden: Poems Selected and New 1968-1988, by Robin Morgan. New York:
W.W. Norton, 1990, 243 pp., $19.95 hardcover.
A Few Words in the Mother Tongue: Poems Selected and New (1971-1990), by Irena
Klepfisz. Portland, OR: Eighth Mountain Press, 1990, 245 pp., $22.95 hardcover, $11.95
paper.
Giacometti's Dog, by Robin Becker. Pittsburgh,PA: University of PittsburghPress, 1990, 58
pp., $16.95 hardcover, $8.95 paper.
History and Geography, by Judith Barrington. Portland, OR: Eighth Mountain Press, 1989,
109 pp., $7.95 paper.
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WASI STARTLEDwhenthe under-

graduates in my women's studies
class wanted to talk about Robin
Morgan's 1972 poem "Monster" for the entire hour? After all, I could still vividly
remember my own first reading of that poem,
at about their age: the shock of seeing in
black and white that no place, no relationship, however "private,"was safe for women
from the daily lesson of how men hate
women in this culture, how they have
"colonized my very body, then named the
colony Monster." I knew that many women,
since that poem was published, have shared
my response, terror mingling with the relief
of recognition. And yet I admit that I had
assigned the poem largely as a period piece.
I wanted my students to know about a time
when women's poetry was quite simply rage
on the page, part of organizing for a revolution which would surely come any day.
I had been afraid that my students would
be embarrassedby Morgan's directness. I am
happy to say I was wrong. I am also happy, in
the light of this experience, that Robin
Morgan's selected and new poems-her
achievement over twenty years-will
be
readily available for a new generation of
readers, and that though her views and her
style have evolved, she "disown[s] none of
[her] transformations":nothing has changed
about her commitment to poetry in the ser-

ca
0

Robin Morgan.
vice of the feminist revolution in consciousness.
The last 80 pages of this volume are new
poems, written in the supposedly "postfeminist" eighties, yet the book as a whole
reads almost seamlessly in its insistence on
asking feminism's intractable questions, and
its refusal to accept over-simple answers.
Much has been made of the fallacies of
feminist thinking generated by the conscious-
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one else's experience. It is also a struggle
against and through the egocentric, universalizing tendencies of lyric form itself.
Morgan's newest poems make these
struggles most palpable in their attempt to
move beyond earlier abstract myths of a
redemptive lesbian sisterhood and write
honestly about particular relations of love
and loss between women. She occasionally
experiments with a traditionally metaphoric
(and somewhat apolitical) idealization of the
beloved, as in "Ten Sonnets to the Light
Lady"; elsewhere, as in "Two Women," she
looks for analogies in a rather schematic,
mythologized women's history ("You were
the sacrifice on the Aztec altar,! I was the
witch aflame with my dying').
Sometimes she writes directly about this
problem of wanting poetry to be both personally and politically honest, most successfully in "Famine," where the simple (and
devastating) repetition of "This must stop"
applies at once to the personal need to put an
end to obsessive grieving of a lost relationship ("1 must stop writing you/ these messages, stop/ leaking love from these cracked
This is a poem called "Battery"about a
vessels of poems"); to the political struggle of
specific woman
women in the Third World for the basic
who is twelve-going-on-seventy-three
necessities of food, water, warmth, a deprivaand who
tion that must stop; and to the appropriation
exists in any unit, grouping, class, to
of one kind of loss as metaphor for the other:
serve a common end.
"how/ do I categorize the intolerable.... unA woman who is black and white and
recognize thirst as all thirsts.... dis-/ connect
bruised all over
loving you to no purpose/ from the common
the world, and has no other place to go
acceptable lovelessness/civilly starving some
(p. 106)
woman somewhere?" The poem's strength
These lines are aphoristically brilliant-it
comes from its refusal either to dissolve the
is Morgan's trademark to pun grandly on a connections (which become powerful and
banal and familiar tum of phrase. But we tangible to the reader as the poem progresses)
should not be blind to the multiplicity of or to resolve them over-simply.
Morgan's recent poems continue to ask
carefully specific experiences named
throughout this poem, and throughout the the old politics/aesthetics question, too. What
work collected here. "Documentary" gives is the properplace of the individual writer in
full voice to a woman's description of men's women 's struggle for a strong collective
systematic violence in one particular tribal voice? "Once I thought this work could be
culture, before concluding "Nothing stands less solitary," she writes in "Piecing" (1982).
between us... The Hamar of Southwest (It is hardly Morgan's fault if the metaphor of
Ethiopia are/not the subject." The poem stops quilting for women's culture now strikes us
and restarts several times, actively worrying as a bit overfamiliar.) A new poem, "The
about repeating a colonizing gesture, but the Mirror Painter," takes up a fresher analogy,
connecting insight is thereby strengthened, an eighteenth-century Chinese technique of
painting directly on a mirrorwhose reflecting
not paralyzed.
Morgan's worry about the ethics of ap- surface has been partly scraped away. The
fictional story of a mirrorpainter becomes an
propriating the experience of others-for
politics or for poetry-has a persistent echo allegory for the development of worldon the personal level as well. The earliest reflecting feminist art forms, as the artist
poems articulate a struggle to mediate be- struggles first against being silenced and
tween anger against "what men do in this misunderstood, then against being underculture" and love and respect for a particular stood too easily, coopted by the glib.
man. Later, feminist process itself comes
She had not expected her privatestruggle
under scrutiny, as in "Elegy (II) (for
to be seen as quaint,had not anticipated
Florika)," where she both moums for a spebecoming fashionable,collectable,
cifiic friend, a member of her first consciousdinner-partygossip. They could not enness-raising group, and mourns more gendure
erally, it seems to me, for the early optimism
untrivialized,she fmally understood,
of radical feminism:
such broadexpanses of reflection.
But neithercould they averttheireyes.
What has died into rhetoric
(p. 173)
lived in that room, drew its breath in
Like the mirror painter, Morgan has
terrorto be bom.
wanted her writing to be open and accessible
Not all the war-soaked battlefields of
without blunting its subtlety. As she asked
time
herself in "Easter Island," "how can I constrict this message/ so that it will be underhave seen such heroism as each
stood/ uneasily?" She has not always
woman risked
managed to do so. But these most recent
sitting on the floor in a circle, those
poems, which accept fragmentation even as
Tuesday evenings.
they moum the loss of wholeness, continue to
(p. 128)
testify to the integrity and urgency of the
That heroism was powerless to save the struggle.

ness-raising experience: of the danger that in
the exhilarating shock of recognizing shared
experience, sixties and seventies feminists
universalized too quickly, papering over cultural differences or appropriating the experiences of others to name an ethnocentrically personal pain. But Ann Snitow has
recently called for a sympathetic rereading of
what she labels "the demon texts of early
feminism, for which we have been apologizing ever since," arguing that they are less
simple-minded than we misremember them;
and my reading of Morgan's early poetry
bears out this analysis.
Even the poems whose striking universalities made them instant feminist classics
recognize the trap of assuming we are all the
same. In "Battery"("the fist meets the face as
the stone meets water'), even as Morgan
seeks cross-cultural definitions, a "focus" for
understanding the roots of violence against
women everywhere, she notes that "the
danger in fixing on the focus is to lose the
connections," and acknowledges the paradox
of such double vision:

by MerylAltman

womanmemorializedherefromself-destructive madness, let alone to transformthe
world. Is there a lesson here? No. Morgan
ends with a refusalto allegorize,to reduce:
Look at these lines:awkwardapproximationsof a fomn,
opportunistic usage of your death.....

City
State/Zip
to 332 W Broadway, Louisville, KY 40202 USA

You wereyourself,I need not make
you intoWoman.
(p.132)
Her self-castigationis not simplythe guiltof
the writer for whom other people become
"material,"nor simply the feminist worry
aboutimpartingcollectivemeaningto some-
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NOTHIER POET WHOSE considerable
musical and rhetoricalgifts are tumed
to keeping difficult what it would be
dangerous to understand too easily is Irena
Klepfisz, whose poetry should be better
known. Having narrowly survived at a very
young age the destruction of European Jewry
(her father, a hero of the Warsaw Ghetto
uprising, did not survive), Klepfisz might
easily have taken to heartFlorika's injunction
to Robin Morgan: "perfect the elegiac form,
you'll need it, kid."
But Klepfisz' fonrs are various, inventive; her objective is not to heal (as elegies
A

brutal, should inspire anger, but everyone in
this poem, including the speaker, is too
numbed.
Other poems punch us in the gut with a
striking imitation of the oppressor's voice, as
in 'they're always curious," about the strangeness of living as a single woman in a world
where heterosexual couples "of course" are
the norm:

Irena KlepfiszL

do) but to reveal, to make the senseless suffering not "meaningful"-not symbolicbut palpable on the page. She refuses to write
either from the privileged status of victim or
the ambiguously guilty position of the survivor. In her search for a usable present-for
herself, for Jews, for all women-she evades
every stereotype, every comfortable generalization. Her subject is not genocide but the
terrible stories that must be told one at a time.
Klepfisz often approaches complex emotions through a defamiliarizing mask. In
"From the Monkey House and Other Cages,"
for example, the speakers are monkeys raised
in captivity. The subject is enforced separation and powerlessness: the mute autism of a
child violently tom from its mother, the
bloody self-battering of a new captive
brought in from the wild, the dull staring, the
intense connections between the prisoners.
... their motions
were sharp as they spread me out
clamped me down
for the opening probe.
i did not move
just sucked my breath
with each new venture into my
deepest parts
and then with time
i became a dark dull color
a gray rain blending
with the liquid of her eyes
(p. 112)
Paradoxically, this sequence in which
humans appearonly as shadowy, mechanical
torturers conveys the spirit's resistance to
dehumanization and domination.
Yet survival-Klepfisz' predominating
theme-is never an uncomplicated triumphant happy ending. In "p o w's," the poet's
dead father comes in a dream to ask timidly
for shelter. She compares him to returning
Vietnam veterans who fit uneasily into the
world where they once belonged:
iam now almost thirtytwo should have borne him a
grandson to carry
his name he came home a bit early
(p.44)
What is the survivor's responsibility to the
frozen world of the martyredhero, a world by
whose values she can no longer live? She
both is and is not a full citizen of her own
time.
Klepfisz often makes this position concrete by splitting a poem into parts or by
multiplying voices. In Part One of "Perspectives on the Second World War,"we are in a
dark closet with a woman who is trying to
hide her child from the killers, and the
doorknob is slipping out of her grasp, turning; in Part Two, we are watching the poet
"listening to conversations over brandy,"
hearing Americans in the comfort of safety
calmly analyze "how it could have been/ different." How "impolite" it would be, in this
context, how inappropriate, to mention her
own childhood flight, her mother's fear.
Other sorts of survival exact an equivalent
price. In "Riverhead: A Center," the speaker
finds a correlative for her own recovery after
a lover has shut her out emotionally: she
visits a home where retarded children are
re-socialized to mimic normality ("the disgusting habits/ must be concentrated on
must be! eliminated"). This education, too, is

& they kind of probe about your future
& if you have a will or why you bother
to accumulate all that stuff or what
you plan to do with your old age &
aren't you scared about being put
away somewhere or found on your
bathroom floor dead after your
downstairs neighbor has smelled you
out but then of course you don't have
the worry of who goes first though of
course you know couples live longer
for they have something to live for & i
try to explain i live for myself even
when in love but it's a hard concept to
explain when you feel lonely
(pp.66-67)

A fmal skillfulexpressionof doublevoice
is providedby some very recent and experimentalpoems which altematebetween
EnglishandYiddish,makingconcreteKlepfisz' desireto reclaimthat"mothertongue,"
to mediate her divided cultural identity.
These poems workfor me, but mostlyin the
sense thatthe poet's difficultyof rememberin
ing, writing,translatinghas its counterpart
a difficult, fragmentaryreadingexperience.
Theyremindme moreof bilingualpoemsby
Hispanic-Americanfeminists than of other
Jewish texts. The real question this work
poses is simply:what is the mothertongue?
How can a daughterfully knowit? Andhow
can we worktoward"culturalsurvival"even
as we disavow the crudenationalistimpulse
thatimperilssuchsurvivaleverywhere?This
lastissue is distilledmostclearlyin Klepfisz'
dialogueswithPalestinianwomen,whereshe
recognizesher refugeeexperiencein theirs,
and accepts moral responsibility toward
them.

Similarly, "My Father's Heart" begins
with a startling, almost callous image:

Klepfisz manages something very difficult
here; she deploys language to convey the
feeling of being silenced, cut off from language.
This technique is at its best in the sequence "Work Sonnets." The sonnets themselves describe with full conviction the frustration and dehumanization of a secretary,her
creativity smothered by routine and repetition, by a condescending boss, by lack of
control over her time. Part Two, prose notes,
deconstructs the sonnets by expressing the
anxiety of the woman who wrote them-an
Robin4B'cker.
educated woman, guiltily thankful to be only
temporarily doing office work-about
whether she can really understand and capture the thoughts of her co-worker, who
knows no other life. And in Part Three, the
co-worker is imagined responding with
anger, refusing to be co-opted as "material" Robin Becker.
in a process that will benefit the writer at her
expense.
FTER MORGAN AND KLEPFISZ,Robin
Klepfisz herself refuses to objectify, to
Becker's second collection of poetry,
silence, this different woman. Paradoxically,
Giacometti'sDog, at first feels very
this works because the sonnets themselves
are so powerfully in touch with the hour-by- quiet. Most of the poems are short and reflective, organized around still moments of perhour reality of drudgery:
ception, insights, connections. Travel picthen i spent
tures and poems about the visual arts have a
hours xeroxing page afterpage afterpage
prominent place, along with memories of
till it seemed that i was partof the
childhood, mouming pictures, love scenes.
machine
But it would be a bad mistake to think of
or that it was a living thing like me. its
Becker's work as static or apolitical. She
blinking lights its opening mouth
avoids the histrionic because she is looking
looked
for a careful, adequate language that will
as if they belonged to some kind of terneither exploit her material nor betray its
rible
emotional specificity, its complexity. She disunthinkingbeast to whom i would
tances us, the readers, to make sure we realways be bound.
member that we are hearing only part of a
oblivious to my existence it simply
story, seeing only one facet of a relationship.
waited
Again we are prevented from understanding
for its due ...
too easily.
...andhe said
Becker often uses "you" where Morgan
would unhesitatingly have used "'." Her
he was pleased with the way things were
poems about desire especially tend to involve
going.
(p.139)
semi-opaque layers of language-voices,
Perhaps Klepfisz' greatest achievement in stories, fables, reported speech, inexplicable
this volume is the multi-voiced long poem metaphors, an occasional surreal episode"Bashert" (the Yiddish word means "in- so that "truth"is tough to tease out or to fix.
evitable, destined'), a poem about being "al- "Like Breath at Your Ear,"for example, delimost equidistant from two continents," cately describes a young girl's solitary sexual
which merges an individual voice with a feelings as a highly abstractfantasy.
sense of collective history. The poem begins
You flop onto the bed and a voice comes
with an almost ritualized dedication, first to
into the room.
"those who died" and then to "those who
She tells you to take off your skirt.
survived," for a litany of contradictory and
With indifference,the voice instructs
incomprehensible reasons. The sequence
your hand
goes on to include experiences as diverse
and you are surprisedat how the words
(and as mutually resonant) as her mother's
move you
flight into hostile, gentile Poland; the time
up and down on the bed, and how the
when the poet, now a graduate student in
phrasespress your stomach
America, leams of the madness and suicide
into the sheets. You have never heard
of another, apparently equally successful,
this timbre
child survivor, her attempt to teach English
in a voice before. Like breathat your ear,
and basic skills to Black and Puerto Rican
the air whirls
students whom America has culturally buried
electric againstyour skin, chords vibrate
in "a Holocaust without smoke." I am lookin your arms
ing forward to showing this poem to Ameand you know you will grow up listening
rican students who have seen the Holocaust
for this woman. (p. 16)
"recreated"on television and understandit as
something mythically evil that happened a "She" here is not anotherdesired body but, in
long time ago, in another world, to other a way, language-yet this intensifies, rather
than diffusing, the expression of desire.
people.

A

My father'sheartis on television
at the hospital.Lonely and a bit embarrassed, it beats blindly on
the videotape,hoping for the best. (p.l 1)
By coldly distancingherself, throughinventive
language, from a fearful experience, the
speakerelliptically gives us to understandhow
intense the fear must be to requiresuch cleverness.
The travelpoems often carrya subtextof the
tourist's inability to grasp the real meaning of
the lives she travels among. And love poems
with titles like "Conversations in July,"
"Fable," "The Story I Like to Tell," which
refuse closure (and also lack what Morgan
calls "theory') strike me as demonstrating a
delicate respect for the loved one which is the
direct opposite of appropriation,objectification, power.
"Love is really the subject of our lives,"
the speaker realizes in the final poem, and
love (broadly defined to include all gestures
of human kindness and recognition) is the
overall subject of Becker's work as well. And
yet there is not one moment of sentimentality
or self-indulgence in the entire collection: not
even when the subject is her sister's suicide,
not even when it is the death of the writer's
dog. That is remarkable. Becker does not
grab her readerby the shoulders and insist on
the inviolable primacy of her history, her
insight, but I find myself going back to her
poems again and again.

JUDiTrl BARRINGTON IS

CONCERNED with

truth, too, but she seems to find it easier
to tell. These are the most accessible of
all the poem.sreviewed here, and Barrington
is less interested than the others in fonnal
innovation and discovery, frequently using
traditional rhymed and measured forns.
English-bom, transplantedfirst to Spain and
then to the American Northwest, whe
engages wittily with cultural differences that
are not necessarily power differences, and
gives a prominent place to what Elizabeth
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a white wedding that seems like a waking
dream ('The older woman was gone/ though
they never broke up;/ how could you end a
thing/ if you couldn't mention it?'). The last
poem of the series brings her out the other
side: she takes apartthe wedding album with
her teeth, pastes in a picture of herself, talkThe Magnificent Mountain Women: Adventures in the Colorado Rockies, by Janet
ing, frowning:

Reachingthefr

peak

by JudithNiemi

And now, loud and clear, she speaks
out.
Now, her voice echoes through the
room.
Now-now she proclaims her name.
(p.55)

Robertson.Lincoln,NE: Universityof NebraskaPress,1990,220 pp., $21.95 hardcover.
Off the Beaten Track: Women Adventurersand Mountaineersin WesternCanada,by
Jasper,Alberta:CoyoteBooks(POBox 1355,Jasper,AlbertaTOElEOCanada),
CyndiSrmith.
1989, 290 pp., US$16.95 paper.

TWO

MOUNTAINWOMENhave recently
writtencollectivebiographiesof their
Their
climbing,exploringforemothers.
Schematic as this narrativemay seem, there
is an economy of language here, a healthy and knowledge and love of the mountains,and
resonating clarity. Questions of cultural sur- their dedicationand delight in uncovering
vival resurfacein the title poem, "Historyand women's lives, make each book a labor of
Geography,"where thepoet (theonly one of the love anda valuabledocumentof an aspectof
four who isn't herself Jewish) watches her women's history that has not been much
lover's family retell storics of concentration studied-women in wildemessadventure.
JanetRobertsonof Coloradohas climbed
camp survival and diaspora, tracing history
Judith Barrington.
(mountains
(time, tradition)over a map (space): "Surely all of herstate's54 "fourteeners"
Bishop, of whom her writing sometimes re- there is no such thing/ as an expatriate Jew/ at least 14,000feet in height).A photographminds me, called "questions of travel." except, perhaps, a Jew outside history-/ a er and writer,she combed archives, interAnother preoccupation is the need to come to Jew with no questions/ wanting no answers." viewed, located unpublished manuscripts
terns with the death of parents, and with a This leads her to ask, "Whose stories are and did wide backgroundreading to aslegacy of gender-restricted pattems a daugh- missing?"-wondering about lesbian history semble her gallery of Colorado mountain
ter needs to engage with and finally and geography, ending again with an affirma- women. There's a splendid chapter on
transcend.
tion of identity: "We choose not to write nineteenth-centurywomen climbers, and
The central section, called forthrightly ourselves out/ but to record our presence here also sectionson otheroutdoorsportswomen
in the early twentiethcentury,women who
"The Dyke With No Name," confronts the tonight."
worked to preserveMesa Verdeas a park,
"LesIn 1972, Robin Morgan dedicated
problem of lesbian invisibility and the unavailability of any but the most reductive bian Poem" "to those who tumed inmmedi- women who found the mountainsa refuge
emotional and sexual scripts for women's ately from the contents page to this poem," fromEasternlife, "gutsyladybotanists"and
lives.
acknowledging an audience hungry for "modernrecreationists."We get not only a
visible signs of its own existence, for the sense of the developmentof WesternmounShe never wanted to be a man, just a
"missing stories" Barrington would record. taineering,but a broadpictureof life among
hero;
Anne Pifer, a mountain guide on Longs
Morgan also acknowledged that her poem (a the first generationsof white settlers.
Peak, CO, in the 1920s. From The Magshe knew how to love heroines, but not
has
Park
National
Jasper
of
Smith
Cyndi
ruthless attempt to be personally honest)
nificent Mountain Wonen.
how to be one.
(p.47)
would satisfy only some of its readers. Look- workedas a parknaturalist,rangerand warNine poems take a woman through stages: ing back over these four collections, so den. Her collection of stories about the Birkettand Bill Peascod,publishedby The
girlhood fantasies of saving an imaginary diverse in voice and focus, I suspect different womenof theCanadianRockiesandSelkirks MountaineersPress in 1990, is of interest
Thesenewbooks
friend; the learning of heterosexual pattems readers will find themselves reflected mean- was gleanedfromthe archivesof the Whyte primarilyto mountainecrs.)
by
including less
story
broader
a
offer
club
mountain
in
journals
Museum
Banff,
("She sleeps with her head on his chest/ ingfully in different places. But we still live
showing their
women,
mountain
famous
her
about
and
by
and
books
articles
and
other
to
lesbians
both
proud of herself because her girlfriends ap- in a culture basically hostile
prove'9; an unnameable, half-understood, and to poetry. How fine it feels to have sc subjects.Off the BeatenTrackfollows nota- lives in a largercontext.
Thereare,of course,realproblemsin writble womenfromthecompletionof theCana48
half-guilty relationship with an older woman; much choice.
collective biographiesspanningmany
ing
War
World
1885
to
railroad
in
dian Pacific
Two, a headyperiodof explorationand ad- decades.Evenanenthusiasticreadercanbog
venture,of firstascentsof manymagnificent downin sheernumbersof womenwiththree
peaks. All the womenwere active in climb- names,andlose trackof whodidwhat.Forming, on pack tripsor otherexploration;many ing coherent pictures often becomes the
reader'swork, as the writers are properly
were also writers,artists,collectors.
Besides those of us active in outdoorad- hesitantto generalizetoo much.
CyndiSmith'sbook is the morereadable
venture and readerswho simply enjoy the
the two. By restrictingattentionto the
in
of
interested
of
anyone
women,
stories uppity
TRADITIONS AND TABOOS
women'shistorywill fmd these books valu- fourteenwomenon whom she had most inIN HIGH LITERATURE
able. While they are structuredaroundin- formation,she is able to draw a relatively
AND POPULAR MODERN GENRES
dividualstories,manyof the womenprofiled completepictureof each. She quotes from
knew each otherandreappearin otherchap- their public and privatewritingsat length,
ters; we see their interactionas friends,oc- permittingeach woman's style to emerge.
casionally as foes, often as inspirationto Thisclarityhas a cost,however,nearlyallher
other women, and we watchtheir influence subjectswere womenof some wealth,enaHawkins
Harriett
on outdoororganizationsandgrowingcom- bling themto indulgein explorationandadventure.These womenwroteandwere writmunities.
FromKingLearto KingKong,fromDanielDerondato GoneWiththe
Thelastdecadehasproducedmanyuseful ten aboutin theirown time;many were not
and
a
offcrs
Hawkins
witty
so
great?
really
Wind are the differences
studies of pioneer women, based on their Canadianbut British or Americanwomen
journals,butthelives of womentravelersand whoexploredotherpartsof theworldas well.
original survey of well-loved fiction - highbrow, lowbrow, and all the
have beenmostlylimitedto bio- Their lives and contributions,though well
adventurers
brows in between.
graphiesof individuals,and the (welcome) worthknowing,areonly partof thepicture.
What'smissingis partlyindicatedin the
republication of their writings. (Women
Included are several portrayalsof talentedwomen and their Svengalis.
Women,"a
Climbing:200 Yearsof Achievement,by Bill too-briefchapterthree,"Working
Hawkins explores the dilemmas facing the heroines of The Red Shoes,
The Phantom of the Opera, Trilby, and The Bostonians. In each case a
gifted woman is tornbetween a mentorwho urges her on to stardomand
PLEASEGIVEUS SIX TO EIGHTWEEKSNOTICE
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and male supremacy.The mentor,associated with the heroine's special
genius, is invariably demonic, morbid, alien, foreign, freakish, and
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sterile. The hardysuitor, who sees the heroine as a love object, requires
her to abandonher art forever.
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'A warm, witty and original survey of the world of well-loved fiction,
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from classics to trashand back again - not to be missed.9
Rosalind Miles, authorof The Women'sIlistory of the WVorld
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